
Nick Zvono 
 Showman might be an adjective used to describe the first multiple championship 
driver in the history of the Evergreen Auto Racing Association. 
 Nick Zvono resided in Montesano and he was proud of that fact and he knew how 
to get the fans involved in the racing excitement. Nick once went on record as stating that 
himself and the other drivers from Montesano were better than the drivers from any other 
town, in particular he stated that the Montesano drivers could beat the drivers from 
Raymond any race and challenged them to a match race. This challenge created quite a 
stir in the local papers with the fans from both towns writing in to voice their opinions. 
 On another occasion while racing at the Evergreen Raceway in Central Park it 
began to rain and the track got somewhat wet, but the days races continued. When it 
came time for Zvono to race he showed up on the starting grid with snow chains on his 
tires in an attempt to get better traction. Whether it worked or just intimidated the other 
drivers, Nick won his race and the crowd reportedly went wild. 
 Despite all his antics, Zvono also had a compassionate side as shown by the fact 
that he was one of the first to offer his condolences to the wife of Jason Longwith after 
Longwith perished in a crash at the Grays Harbor Fairgrounds. Longwith was one the 
leaders of the Raymond drivers that Nick had earlier challenged. Longwith’s wife was 
touched by the compassion as recorded in a gratitude card she sent to Zvono. 
The winner of the final championship contested on Central Park’s Evergreen Raceway in 
1956 and the first championship on the Grays Harbor Fairgrounds in 1957, Nick was the 
first multiple time EARA champion and the to win back to back championships.  
 Nick raced at Elma until racing was suspended in 1960. When racing resumed in 
1965, it does not appear Zvono had a steady ride and instead drove only a couple races 
for owners who needed someone to fill the drivers seat in their car. Nick’s final race may 
have been in Larry Spoon’s sedan when George Wixson debuted the new Spoon 
modified. Nick was having good success until tangling with another car and barrel rolling 
down the front stretch. Nick survived the terrifying accident, but that is the final mention 
of the Zvono name in race reports of that era. 
 The Zvono name would again enter racing reports in 1983, when Nick’s son Mike 
began his career. Mike would join his father as a multi time EARA champion, making 
them them the second father/son champions in Elma history behind only Rich and Rick 
Leighty. 
 Nick Zvono helped pave the way for the present day racers and is a valuable part 
of the history of Elma auto racing. We wish he were still with us to receive his honors, 
but it is still with joy that we are able honor him with induction into the Elma Auto 
Racing Hall of Fame. 






